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Importing into Microsoft Outlook 2013 
One of the formats for the San Gabriel Valley Region Porsche Club of America calendar is a file 

named 2013_SGVR Calendar.csv.  .csv stands for “comma separated values”  This file 

is intended for import into Microsoft Outlook—it should work in many other computer-based 

calendars. 

.csv files will normally open with Microsoft Excel (if you have Excel on your computer) but they 

are pure ASCII text data files—they can’t hide viruses.  You can open them with any text editor 

and check. 

Here are the instructions for importing into Microsoft Outlook 2010.  That’s because I have 

Outlook 2010 on my computer so it’s the only one I can take screenshots of.  There’s another 

instruction sheet for Outlook 2007.  Outlook 2003 and other calendar applications are probably 

similar. 

Step-by-Step Procedure 
The .csv format does not have unique identifiers for the individual calendar entries so there’s 

no easy way to find them when you get an updated 2013_SGVR Calendar.csv.  I 

recommend you always import into a new, empty calendar.  Don’t import into your regular 

calendar! 

Basically, the steps are: 

1. Save the file 2013_SGVR Calendar.csv from the e-mail update onto your 

computer.  I won’t bother you with the details for this. 

2. Rename your old SGVR Calendar (you’ll delete it after the import succeeds) 

3. Create a New SGVR Calendar 

4. Import the new 2013_SGVR Calendar.csv 

5. Delete your Old SGVR Calendar 
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Rename your Old SGVR Calendar 

You won’t have to do this the first time, but this will be the first step when you update so let’s 

start here. 

Right click on your SGVR_Calendar and select Rename “SGVR_Calendar” ... 
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Give it a new name, Like “OLD…” 

 

Create a New Calendar 

First, go the the Folder “ribbon” then click on the New Calendar icon. 
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Type the name for your new calendar, highlight the folder in which you want to create it then 

click OK. 
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Import the file 2016_SGVR Calendar.csv 

Go the File ribbon, click Open on the left and then select Import. 
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Tell it you want to Import from another program or file then click Next. 
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Tell it you want to import a Comma Separated Values file and click Next. 
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Tell it what file to import.  You’ll need to click Browse to find the directory into which you saved 

2016_SGVR Calendar.csv1.  Click Next.   

 

The Options don’t matter since we’re creating a new calendar—there are no duplicates. 

                                                      
1 It was a while since I did the screen captures—the file was called 2011_SGVR Calender.csv then, but no 
longer. 
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Select the calendar you plan to import to, which would be the calendar you just created. 
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2016_SGVR Calendar.csv has exactly the fields Outlook 2013 expects so you should 

have no need to Map Custom Fields ...  Just click Finish.  Of course, if you’re not 

using Microsoft Outlook your mileage may vary. 

 

.csv calendars normally import very quickly—in just a couple seconds. 
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Delete the Old Calendar 

The final step is deleting the old calendar.  Right click on Old_SGVR_Calendar then click 

Delete Calendar. 

 

 

You’re all done importing the San Gabriel Valley Region Calendar. Synch with your smartphone 

and you can take it anywhere. 

What if Something Goes Wrong 
There’s one thing to worry about: you might accidentally import the .csv file into the wrong 

calendar, one with all your important appointments.  You’ll have to delete all the San Gabriel 

Valley Region entries.  There are two ways to do that: 
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Search for Text in Each SGVR Entry 

Every entry in the SGVR calendar has the calendar’s date in the Notes section 
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You can have your calendar search for all the appointments that have “Updated: 23-Feb-16” 

then delete all the appointments the search returns.  Just be sure you have the right date. 

Delete by Category 

You can also have Outlook sort the calendar entries by category then delete all the categories in 

the San Gabriel Valley Region calendar: 

 Entry 

 Gabriels_Horn 

 Non-Motoring 

 Porsche_Parade 

 PCA_Event 

 SGVR_Tour_To 

 SGVR_Entry 

 Z8_SGVR_Entry 

 spare 

 Zone_8_Entry 

 Monterey 

 911S_Registry 

 PCA_Region 

 Porsche_Owners 

 Porsche356 


